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Geology Stops: New York City
By Andre Scheinwald
Editor’s Note

The summer travel season is upon us so we thought that
we would bring you some lessor known exhibits and sites to
view along your way.
For those of you heading east to the nation’s financial
district - one of RMAG’s newest members and our newest
associate editor shows brings you some geologic relief amidst
the concrete.

By the time this publishes, I will have moved to Denver
from New York and as a personal sendoff I am writing a
series of pieces on places of geologic interest starting on
the East coast. These are all personal accounts, so at times
there will be a lack of geographic continuity. I will be starting
this series with four stops in New York City; focusing in and
around Central Park, as well as uptown Manhattan.
The first stop of interest is on the southeast corner of
68th St. and Madison Ave. The closest way to get there is
by taking the 6 train to 68th St. and walking west on 68th
towards Central Park West. What you will find is not in situ,
as it is the building itself. The building is composed of
fossiliferous limestone with visible fossils such as crinoid
stems and brain coral. One does not have to look hard;
in fact, you can even see the texture of the building in
Google street view. As we all know, whoever chose this
building material did so poorly. You can see the structural
damage from the high weathering rate of limestone in the
region. What I hope the reader learns from this is that
interesting geology is all around us. I have learned from
this observation to pay more attention to the buildings I
pass and have found interesting rock types such as oolitic
limestone and sandstone with bedding.
After the first stop you can continue on to Central Park
West and take the entrance into the park just south of 67th
St. and 5th Ave. Follow the path west approximately 480ft (or
~146m) to find an outcrop of schist with exact coordinates
of 40.769500º, -73.971000º. Depending on whom you
ask, schist in the NYC region is classified as either one or
two different types: Manhattan schist only, or Manhattan
schist and the Hartland Formation. Whatever the case may
be, this specific schist outcrop contains prominent bands
of quartzite, large specimens of muscovite, and pegmatite
intrusions. The outcrop is the result of sediment deposition
during the Cambrian and metamorphosed by the Taconic
Orogeny, 450 MYA (Merguerian and Merguerian, 2004.)
Also of interest is that this outcrop appears to be a Roche
moutonnée based on the smooth up-slope of the outcrop
OUTCROP
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and craggy downslope. A Roche moutonnée is a glacial
weathering feature with the up-slope caused by glacial
abrasion and the craggy downslope from glacial plucking
due to pressure melting and refreezing of the ice. Rough
observation from this one outcrop indicates that glacial
motion followed a northeast to southwest direction
created during the Pleistocene.
Another stop in Central Park is on the east side closest
to the 59th St. and Columbus Circle entrance, accessible
from the 59th St. station using the A,B,C,D, or 1 train. On
the northwest corner of Heckscher Playground you will find
another outcrop of schist with glacial striations running
from northwest to southeast, possibly indicating a series
of glacial advancements during the Pleistocene as it traces
a different direction than the previous stop. This outcrop
is known as Umpire rock or Rat rock, and also happens
to be a good location for bouldering in the city. At either
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Geology Stops: New York City
Continued from page 19

location in Central Park I do not recommend trying to take
any samples with a rock hammer. It is frowned upon and
quite possibly illegal in the parks.
The last location is at the northern tip of Manhattan
in Isham Park right next to the A train 207th St. Station.
Along the length of Isham St. between Broadway and
Seaman Ave. are outcrops of Inwood Marble which were
metamorphosed from limestone during the Taconic
Orogeny (Merguerian et al., 2011). These outcrops are
a stark contrast to Manhattan schist in the area due to
their low lying, heavily weathered nature. Feel free to take
samples of marble that have weathered off the outcrop
or are loose enough to pry off.
New York City has a variety of geologic features that
beckon a geologist’s attention in quieter sections of the
city. Some of these are the glacial Roche moutonnées
in Central Park molding schist outcrops and the Inwood
marble formations in northern Manhattan’s Isham Park.
Those of you familiar with the city and its’ geology may
be questioning: “What about the Palisades sill? Or the
Fordham gneiss? Or the minerals you can collect at Tubby
Hook?” My response is that the city has a rich and varied
number of geologic landmarks waiting to be observed and

researched by interested geologists visiting the area. So
much so that one could write a short book on everything
that can be found.
That’s not to say that books have not been written on
the subject. Three resources that I have not personally
read are Mannahatta: A Natural History of New York City,
published by Harry N. Abrams in 2013 and available for
$18.71 on Amazon; Geology and Engineering Geology
of the New York Metropolitan Area, published by the
American Geophysical Union in 1989;and The Geology of
New York City and Environs, by Christopher J. Schuberth
published in 1968.
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3/17/11 By Rolando Pujol

New York seen as overdue for significant earthquake

It’s seen as something of a New York City bragging right: We don’t have to worry about earthquakes.
While we shouldn’t be shaking in our boots, we also must avoid sticking our heads in the sand when it comes to
seismic risks, experts advise. In the aftermath of the Japan earthquake, scientists caution that New York has the
potential for significant temblors. And we are overdue for one of at least 5.0 in strength, which could cause structural
damage and even deaths.
“This idea that New York is impervious to large magnitude earthquakes is just totally wrong,” said Charles
Merguerian, chairman and professor of Geology at Hofstra University and principal of Duke Geological Laboratory in
Westbury.
More of a long shot would be a 7 Richter scale temblor, like the one in 1886 that walloped Charleston, S.C., which is
geologically similar to Gotham. Another concern is a fault line with a billion-year history of activity -- the Ramapo –
that lies within striking range of Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant, 35 miles north of the city.
“It’s important to say that we’re in more danger of a hurricane than a damaging earthquake,” said Merguerian, while
stressing the danger of blowing off the risk. “We don’t want to be fear-mongers, but people should at least be aware
of this potential and what to do in the event of an earthquake — public education is lacking in this area.”
Consider these numbers from a landmark 2008 study by Lamont-Doherty scientists: While that nightmare 7-plus
quake happens on average every 3,400 years, a 5.0 event shakes Gotham roughly every 100 years.
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Just such a quake last jolted Gotham on Aug. 10, 1884 off the Rockaways, an estimated 5.2 temblor that toppled
chimneys, opened a 12-foot-long gash of earth in Brooklyn and was felt as far away as Philadelphia and Hartford.
Such a quake could do more damage today in a considerably more populous and developed New York. Damage
ultimately “depends of the frailty of the infrastructure,” Merguerian said.
It’s important to recall that while bedrock underlies much of the New York region, in many places just beneath the
surface lies unconsolidated sediment that would not respond well to a major temblor, Merguerian said.
What’s more, fault lines can be found in several locations in Manhattan. For instance, the 125th Street fault nips
Central Park at the northeast and continues through the Upper East Side into the East River. (The most recent
activity has been on faults like that one, which trend from northwest to southeast. Two small 2001 city quakes were
along such faults.)
East Coast quakes, too, happen closer to the surface, on stiffer, cooler rock, magnifying their potential effects when
compared to a similar California quake, experts have said.
Now, consider, that more than half of New York City’s housing stock is made of unreinforced masonry. Unlike
California, the city had long not taken earthquakes seriously, experts say, and while the city has adopted stiffer
“international” building codes for new buildings, retrofitting, which would be incalculably expensive, has not been
mandated.
Infrastructure from bridges and approaches to train tunnel are areas that would warrant additional stiffing, and
projects are reportedly under way to do just that.
Officials from the Department of Transportation, and Department of Buildings did not return requests for comment.
An MTA spokesman said seismic retrofitting is "not an issue" because New York is not prone to major earthquakes.
Still, Merguerian said, if you examine the pattern, we’re due for another major event. Before the 1884 quake, the
previous big events had been in 1783 and 1737. But to do a better analysis, you’d need “1,500 years of data,” which
we simply don’t have.
“It’s a huge guess - the question is do we feel lucky today? How about tomorrow?”
Some New Yorkers aren’t quite sure. “What concerns me is that we have many big buildings. The impact could be
huge," said Dolores Myers, 50, of Bedford-Stuyvesant.
One way to measure the force unleashed by an earthquake is to compare it to the energy released by an atomic
blast. Here are four scenarios as measured on the Richter scale.
5.0: The equivalent of the 1946 Bikini Atoll atomic blast.
6.0: 27 nuclear weapons
7.0: 729 nuclear weapons
8.0: 19,683 nuclear weapons
9.0: 531,441 nuclear weapons

Filename: 40_AM-NY17Mar2011.doc
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Governor wants New York nuclear plant closed
NEW YORK
17 March 2011 08:14 PM
ALISON BOWEN
As the nuclear nightmare in Japan continues, Gov.
Andrew Cuomo wants to shut down a Westchester
power plant, but leading seismologists say there is
no cause for alarm.
Cuomo wants to shutter Indian Point, the nuclear
power plant 45 miles north of Times Square — and
reportedly the most at risk in the nation for
earthquakes, according to a new federal study.
The plant was built along Ramapo Fault, which isn’t
subject to extreme earthquakes — but, as Metro
reported last month, New York City is long overdue
for a quake, according to Won-Young Kim, head of
the seismographic network at Columbia University’s
Earth Observatory.
Indian Point on the Hudson River supplies 30 percent of New York
City’s power supply.
STEPHEN CHERNIN/GETTY IMAGES
“I wouldn’t be panicked for Indian Point,” said Kim, who lives 15 minutes away from the plant. He noted it survived a 4.1
earthquake in 1985.
Instead of an earthquake, what New York scientists say they’re really concerned about is radiation spreading worldwide from
Japan.
“It could cover the globe,” said Hofstra geology professor Charles Merguerian. “If it belches forth radioactive goo, people are
going to experience it.” Indian Point is now under a federal safety review.

Risk: Too close for comfort?
The U.S. government recommended a 50-mile evacuation zone in Japan — which, from Indian Point, would encompass the
NYC metro area.
“Even if the risk is low, the consequence is enormous and potentially catastrophic,” said Phillip Musegaas from environmental
group Rivergreen.”Do we want to continue to take that risk?”

But can he do it?
Gov. Cuomo doesn’t have any direct power, NRC spokeswoman Diane Screnci told Metro. In order to close the plant, she
said, “We would have to determine that the plant was not or could not be operated safely.” However, Entergy Corp. does
need to renew its operating license for the reactors in 2013, and opposition from the state’s top official could be influential.
Follow Alison Bowen on Twitter at @AlisonatMetro.
Filename: 39_MetroNY17Mar2011.doc
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Grant Kretchik.

A closer look at how three professors are bringing their passions
into the classroom—and getting results.
Grant Kretchik, Pace University
Growing up, Grant Kretchik was lured to the stage by the glitz and
glamour of the entertainment industry. But it soon became clear that
acting, like any job, could be both tiring and difficult.
But, Kretchik, 31, was undaunted.
“To me, this work is like oxygen,” he said. “It’s like my family or
friends; it’s the place I’m most comfortable; it forces me to be more
aware.”
Kretchik graduated from Pace University in 2002 with a Bachelor’s
degree in Speech Communication, Media Studies and Theatre, and in
2005, from the New School University with an MFA in Acting. Having
guided drama projects for friends and underclassmen throughout his
student life, he was easily able to combine directing and teaching with
his acting career.
While serving as the head of Pace University’s BFA Acting Program
and a full-time tenure track Assistant Professor, Kretchik is also
responsible for spearheading the Performing Arts department’s travel
course to Greece and Italy. Now, Kretchik tries to channel personal
mentors like veteran theatre director, Stuart Vaughan, while reminding
his students that acting is not merely a “degree or career, it’s a lifestyle.”
“I try to raise their awareness about the community at large,” said
Kretchik, a resident of Jersey City. “In order to do that through art, they
need to understand and create a personal relationship with it.”
Kretchik believes that his position makes him responsible for
encouraging his students to contribute to their communities. To this
end, he makes every effort to bridge the gap between the classroom
and work place and also looks into opportunities for outreach
programs through partnerships with organizations such as Broadway
Green Alliance.

Having recently returned from the Austin Film Festival where he
celebrated the world premiere of a recent project, a romantic comedy
titled “When Harry Tries to Marry,” Kretchik is spending up to 15 hours
a day in rehearsal in addition to his teaching schedule. He is currently
assisting stage director, producer and Tony-nominee Michael Greif,
in preparation for the first national Broadway tour of Next to Normal
starting on Nov. 28, while also directing an adaptation of “A Christmas
Carol” with Pace University’s undergraduate performing arts and dance
majors, which is scheduled to debut on Dec. 8 at the Schimmel Theater.
When asked to name a favorite project, Kretchik replied, “It’s really
whichever one I’m working on, at the time.”
Alice Chun, Parsons The New School for Design

From an early age, Alice Chun’s relationship with her father, an
architect, and her mother, an interior designer, cultivated a deep-rooted
appreciation for the creativity involved in the design process.
Today Chun, 45, a practicing architect, leads design studios in
Master of Architecture and Master of Fine Arts in Interior Design
programs at Parsons The New School for Design, where she is also an
Assistant Professor of Design, Material Culture and Fabrication, and the
Director of the Angelo Donghia Materials Library and Study Center.
After graduating with an MA in Architecture from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1993, Chun happened upon teaching when a professor
she was for as a Teaching Assistant was forced to spend several months
recuperating from an accident. A successful semester flying solo in the
classroom resulted in her being invited back to teach her own design
studio.
“My role is to help students become aware of their own potential,”
she said. “By creating a dialogue with them, I want to be a threshold for

By Rhea Mahbubani
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Alice Chun.
Charles Merguerian, Hoftsra University

Matthew Sussman/The New School

my students to see what they’re capable of.”
A proponent of connecting academia and professional practice,
Chun advocates rethinking the education meted out to today’s youth.
“Why not create our own projects, empower ourselves and our
students, and reach out to clients rather than waiting for projects to
come to us?” she asked.
According to Chun, her belief in humanitarian design, adaptable
architecture and cross-disciplinary relationships amidst different
branches of design make her somewhat of a radical. Today, much of
her work is centered on aiding crises-ridden communities through
initiatives that offer long-term progress via housing, education and
health infrastructure.
With the aim of creating a “broader-reaching educational and
professional experience,” Chun partnered with graduate students
from Columbia University and set up a non-profit organization called
Studio Unite. Rather than merely providing housing or a sole health
clinic, the team functions as a “design platform connecting vulnerable
communities with a high level of design expertise and resources,”
serving as a catalyst for the growth of sustainable communities
worldwide.
Chun is currently teaching a design studio at Parsons that is focused
on creating vocational school in Lagos,
Charles Merguerian.
Nigeria, to be built as a project of Studio
Unite.
“I’m driven by a sense of
empowerment and am really inspired by
helping communities,” she said. “I want my
students to also experience that.”
On Nov. 18, Chun is organizing
a fundraiser integrating fashion,
architecture and humanitarian design,
which involves Studio Unite, Parsons The
New School for Design and United Nude, a
shoe design company. Patrons can expect
silent auction items donated by designers
such as Marc Jacobs and Diane von
Furstenberg.
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Charles Merguerian is fascinated by rocks.
“The texture, the colors, the minerals, the density,” he said. “There’s
just something special about them.”
At the age of four, when Merguerian’s family moved to Queens, rocks
in the nearby fields caught his attention. What started as a childhood
hobby of became the foundation for a successful-35 year career as a
professional geologist.
Merguerian, 61, Chairman and Professor of Geology at Hofstra
University and the Director of Duke Geological Laboratory in Westbury,
NY, believes that rocks are “portals into the history of the earth.”
Despite publishing a fair amount of geological data about California
and Connecticut, Merguerian’s area of expertise is the geology of New
York City, an interest that he has nurtured since his childhood.
“I work on the oldest rock layers which are about a billion years old
up to the most recent soil layers which are 10,000 years and younger,
mostly formed during the glacial periods,” he said.
Merguerian first taught as a Boy Scout master and then transitioned
to academic teaching at CUNY in 1972. Since then, he has taught at
CUNY, Columbia University, NYU, The New School, and Hofstra.
Based on his experience as a professional jazz and blues musician,
Merguerian likens teaching to performing in front of a crowd.
“There is no point in knowing something if you can’t present it,” he
said. “The ability to present things well is very important to me, so as a
result I spent a lot of time on that.”
At Hoftsra, Merguerian teaches a course called Cartographic
Techniques in which students learn how to draw diagrams and maps,
create power points and construct attention-grabbing presentations
with embedded audio and video.
“I always tell my students that you want to be known for the quality
of your work,” he said. “That’s my basic mantra.”
Along with instruction, Merguerian makes every effort to be a
role model for his students, whom he considers no different from his
own children, and provides emotional support and understanding.
He also ensures that his courses include fieldwork, complete with
opportunities for effective research and report preparation.
Merguerian is interested in the excavated
World Trade Center site because it allows a
peephole into Manhattan’s rock formation.
The lack of naturally exposed rock south of
59th Street makes the information obtained
from drilling and building excavations a
novelty, he says.
Soon, Merguerian will be mapping out
areas in Isham Park as part of his involvement
with the electricity-transmitting Con-Edison
tunnel connecting Yonkers and the Inwood
section of Manhattan. His passion feeds his
productivity.
“I don’t work; I just continue to do what I
enjoy,” he said. “I don’t need motivation. If you
are passionate about the things you do, even if
it’s selling hot dogs, it makes life much better.”
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-Geology and Tunneling in New York city4
Considerations for Planning, Design and Construction
There is no shortage of geological information about New
York City, which is a testament to its diversity and complexity.
Although the geological complexity requires skill to decipher,
the rocks lend themselves to simplification for the purposes
of engineering. A key factor in this simplification is relating
geological characteristics to the scale of the project. For
example, as the cross-sectional area of an excavation increases
there is a transition from dominance by intact properties to
dominance by flaws and discontinuities.
In the case of the caverns that are required for several stations
in New York City, the role of large-scale features such as faults,
shear zones, weathering, alteration and in-situ stress control
ground behavior. When we understand which characteristics
apply to an engineering problem, the possible solutions become
clearer and it isn't quite so important to achieve geological
precision. This short note presents an overview of the geological
characteristics of Manhattan that should be accounted for in
planning, design and construction of tunnels.

Engineering Geology of Manhattan
The evolution of our understanding of Manhattan geology is
covered comprehensively by theencyclopedicworks ofProfessor
Charles Merguerian (1996). This is only part of a substantial
body of work that is a credible and evolving alternative to the
Baskerville map, such as Bennington and Merguerian (2007).
The quasi-official map of the city by Baskerville (1994) is the
most common reference for engineering projects.
New York City is made up principally of ancient metamorphic
Precambrian to Cambro-Ordovician rocks that are divided into
two major units separated by at least one regional northeastsouthwest trending thrust fault that runs through Manhattan.
The Manhattan Formation is found west of this major thrust
fault and the rocks to the east are known as the Hartland Formation. There are alternatives to this division, and further reading will introduce the Manhattan Schist, the Inwood Marble and
the Fordham Gneiss. It is important to recognize that the geological names for the rocks have no engineering meaning, for
example the Inwood Marble contains schist and quartz and the
schist rocks contain marble, pegmatite and serpentinite. Firthermore, recent investigations (Snee, 2004 & 2006; Merguerian and Moss, 2007) have revealed that a polar change in rock
type can occur on a city block scale, for example the rock can
change dramatically from weak mica rich schist to very strong
crystalline granite with a distinct vertical contact.

BY Dr. Christopher Snee

Even though the lithology and structural geology vary quite
dramatically, the following rock mass characteristics are fairly
universal and possibly the most relevant from a construction
perspective:

Unpredictable top of rock profile
Local deep weathering
Deep glacial erosion
Faults and shears
Mineral alteration
Joints
Variable joint surface characteristics
Open vertical joints
Wavy joints
Rotation of joint systems
Joint clusters
High horizontal stresses
Rock Profile - The bedrock surface is undulating, incisea
and unpredictable, reflecting the geological and geomorphological past.

Some of the deeper depressions in the top of rock are
valleys created by erosion from water and ice that exploited weak rock due to faulting, shearing and hydrothermal
alteration. These often became stream channels or inlets
that have since been infilled by natural and anthropomorphic deposits.

Coale Klll or Duffore's
Mill Stream

U

Figure 3: Extract of the Vieile Map showing the
location of buried stream channels and valleys.
TBM:Tunnel Business Magazine
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Geology and Tunneling in New York City
Where the rock is near to the present ground surface the
glaciers have removed most of the weathered material, leaving
behind a thin but impersistent mantle of decomposed to weathered rock overlain by basal till followed by a sequence of glacial
till, outwash and reworked till deposits and lake deposits of silt
and fine sand. There are substantial thicknesses of decommsed
rock where the rock is a t a substantial depth below the current
ground surface such as Chinatown where it is about 300 ft thick.

There are less well documented faults throughout the City
and examples occur a t Broadway and 14th Street, 12th Avenue
and 35th Street, 2nd Avenue and 86th Street and 69th. These
are characterized by disturbance and distortion of the foliation,
fault gouge, fault breccia, mylonite and damaged zones that
range between a few inches to tens of feet thick.

Faults and shears - The geology of New York City is dominated
by two large-scalethrust faults named Cameron's and S t Nicholas
thrusts, which have created or influenced subsidiary faults, shear
zones and joint systems (Merguerian and Moss, 2007). There
are numerous but lesser thrusts and faults passing through
Manhattan and these are normally associated with local increases
in fhcturhg, decomposition, release or imposition of in situ stress
and abrupt changes in rock type. The most prominent regional
fault in New York City is the northwestrsoutheast trending 125th
Street or Manhattanvilleb u l t that is accompaniedby enechelon
faults with parallel westrnorthwest to eastrsoutheist strike and
a very deep eroded valley from the north Harlem into the Bronx
that was filled by an extensive swamp.

Rock

-
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The following table presents the dominant rock types found in Manhattan.

Table 1.Fundamental Litholow for Some Manhattan Rock TvD~S
Rock name

General location

Mineralogy

Characteristics

Quartzmica SCHIST

Pervasive

Quartz, biotite and
muscovite mica, feldspar
and gamet

Strong, medium to coarse grained with distinct mineral
alignment, particularly of the mica. Variable degree of
segregation of metallic and alumino-silicateminerals

Mica SCHIST

West side of Midtown

Biotite, muscovite,
chlorite and quartz

Moderately strong, dark grey to black medium to coarse
grained, dominated by black mica with intercalated
quartz lenses

Hornblende, quartz, biotite
and muscovite mica, feldspar
and trace gamet

Strong, very dark green, coarse grained, poorly foliated
with very thin gametiferous bands. Dense, strong rock
and relatively isotropic

Amphibole SCHIST

GRANOFELS

Pervasive transitional
within the schist

Quartz, biotite and muscovite
mica, feldspar and gamet

Strong, medium to coarse grained, eguigranular with
absent or poorly developed foliation

PEGMATITE

Pervasive

Quartz, muscovite mica,
alkaline and feldspar

Strong, pink or slightly greenish light grey, very coarse
mined with individual crystals of alkaline feldspar greater
than 1inch

SERPEMlNE

West side of Midtown

Serpentine, sillimanite, muscovite

Weak, light to dark green fine to medium grained with vely
small proportion of asbestifom minerals

GRANITE

West Side

Quartz, feldspar and mica

Strong to vely strong, cream to pink coarse grained,
strong brittle rock intruded in to the schist

MARBLE

North, west Midtown
and Lower East Side

Calcium and magnesium carbonate,
quartz and mica in banded marble

Strong, white, banded grey and brown coarse grained
saccheroidal dolomite intercalated with schist near
junction with schistose rocks

-

'I'

.I*

Themajorityoftherocksareclassifiedasschist,whichimplies
alignment and layering of the minerals and consequently a
tendency to break in a preferred orientation. However, the
degree of schistosity and segregation varies widely, from pure
black mica schist, to gneissic texture to a complete absence of
fabric in granofels.
The minerals are chemically altered to quite a significant
degree yet this is not obvious by visual inspection of core
samples. The alteration, which can be seen under a microscope, ranges from coating of crystal surfaces to complete
conversion to another mineral. The most common alterations are:
Orthoclase
Plagioclase
Hornblende
Biotite
Calcite

-

-

Although Manhattan is almost completely urbanized,
there are many useful exposures of rock that show the
complex shapes of discontinuities such as beneath Grand
Central Terminal and alongside the Amtrak loop track
on the west side of the island around 35th Street. Recent
studies of these exposures have revealed that the joints are
wavy and the waviness increases the intrinsic stability of the
rock mass significantly (Snee, 2006). Furthermore, frictional
strength of the joints is controlled by the roughness of
the profile, interlocking and coating (typically iron oxide,
sericite, kaolinite and chlorite) of the joint surface.
Stress - New York City is a relatively dormant region
even though it still experiences an occasional seismic
"bump." However, the geological past of New York is a
dramatic story of a t least five mountain building phases and
most recently glacial loading and unloading. The legacy is a
state of stress that is extremely difficult to measure, which
is unfortunate because the magnitude and orientation of in
situ stress has a significant bearing on the stability of a rock
mass because the stress causes the fractures and faults to
lock together which encourages arching in the crown of a
tunnel. Recent investigations have found that the horizontal
stress at shallow depth in Manhattan is significantly higher
than the vertical overburden stress and the orientation of
the principal stress tensors is fairly consistent, which not
only explains why excavations in rock have traditionally
required little to no support but offers opportunities
for economic design of support for future underground
excavations (Snee 2006).

sericite, calcite, clay
calcite, sericite
magnetite
chlorite, pyrite, epidote
dolomite

The biotite tends to be more altered than the muscovite.
The plagioclase appears to be more chemically stable than
orthoclase, which is usually altered to sericite by as much as
90 percent.
Joints - There are three fundamental joint families or
sets in New York City, Set 1, Set 2 and Set 3, with subsets
(Snee 2004). Set 1 joints are parallel to the foliation, Set
2 are sub-vertical to vertical cross-foliation joints, and Set
3 is a conjugate to foliation joints typically sub-horizontal
to moderately dipping with perpendicular dip and parallel
strike to the foliation. In addition there are sub-ordinate
sets or random fractures produced by faulting and folding
creating blocky conditions where as many as five joint sets
can be found.
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Figure 7: Calculated values of the horizontal to vertical
stress ratlo using the hydrofracture method in Manhattan.
In terms of the ratio between the horizontal to vertical
stress, or K-value, the general cluster of data is between 2
and 5. Although K-values greater than 5 have been measured
indirectly, they are counter intuitive to geological argument
because they would manifest as obvious ground movements
such as floor heave, slabbing from walls and explosive fracture
of massive rock a t shallow depth (there are anecdotal records
of slabbing in deep tunnels in the New York area but not in
the shallow depths corresponding to the location of the tests
where high K values were measured).
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Conclusions
The geology of Manhattan is complex but this complexity
can be rationalized and understood for design of tunnels
and caverns by characterizing and classifying the essential
geological features and relating them to the geological history.
I t is important to reflect the reality of the geology because a
substantial proportion of the strength and stability of the rock
mass can be derived from features such as the waviness of the
joints, the condition of joint surfaces, and the relatively high
horizontal stress.
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October 5, 1997

They Do Geology on the Run
By Dan Fagin
Staff Writer

Just another day on the Northern State Parkway: bumper-tobumper traffic, orange cones, and an Ice Age geologist in a
floppy hat digging for ancient charcoal.
John Sanders smiled as he dug on a sweltering July
morning, unlike the irritated drivers who had to slow down as
they passed the Westbury road-widening project. A few weeks
earlier, a construction crew had bulldozed the edge of a small
hillside, exposing rocks buried for tens of thousands of years.
Now the retired Barnard College geology professor was
happily chipping at the newly created cliff with a metal tool.
``This is a really nice exposure,'' he said, admiring arched
bands on the cliff face that he said suggested the passage of an
ancient south-flowing stream fed by a melting glacier. His
discourse on glacial history was difficult to hear over the
passing traffic, but Sanders kept talking -- and digging -anyway.
The small band of geologists who labor to reconstruct Long
Island's distant past is accustomed to working in less-thanideal conditions, and to taking advantage of whatever
opportunities come along.
Chronically short of research funds, they piggyback onto
other projects, including road work, sand mining, welldigging, water-tunneling and even toxic cleanups. After big
storms, they race to the shoreline to see rocks and cliffs
uncovered by the pounding surf.
They even wish for a nasty nor'easter now and then. ``It's
very opportunistic. You hope there's a nice big storm so you
can get out there and see all the nice smooth [rock] surfaces,''
said Gilbert Hanson, a professor of geosciences at the State
University at Stony Brook.
Lack of money isn't the only obstacle. So much of Long
Island is already paved over that there aren't many good places
left for fossil-hunting. Geologically rich sites such as the
Flower Hill Bog in Manhasset have been destroyed by
development, and many fossil cliffs around Long Island have
been wrecked by seawalls and other erosion controls. The
cliffs near the Montauk Lighthouse, a rich source of
information for local geologists for more than a century, have
been partially covered in recent years as the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers has tried to stave off erosion of Montauk Point.
What little geological research does take place on Long
Island is almost conducted for public health or business
reasons, not natural history. ``There's not much geology for
geology's sake,'' said Glen Richard, another Stony Brook
geologist.
Much of what is known about Long Island's ancient history
has been discovered almost as an afterthought. Charles

Merguerian, a professor of structural geology at Hofstra
University, has shed new light on the formation of Long
Island's bedrock by studying the walls of the new water tunnel
that New York City is digging 700 feet below Brooklyn and
Queens. A chronology of Long Island glaciers developed by
Les Sirkin, a research professor of earth sciences at Adelphi
University, is based in part on his many years of research in
the abandoned sand mines of Port Washington -- a site that
will soon be drastically altered by a planned 18-hole golf
course and senior citizens housing complex.
Non-scientists have also done their part. Amateurs, mostly
fishermen, have found all of the woolly mammoth and
mastodon teeth discovered on or near Long Island. In 1967,
for example, George Stires was fishing for ocean skimmer
clams 70 miles south of the Rockaways when he netted a sixinch black object.
``It was pretty, so I took it home and washed it off, and
after a while I called the Smithsonian,'' said Stires, of
Bricktown, N.J. The object turned out to be the tooth of a
mastodon, an Ice Age elephant species now extinct. It now
resides in the Smithsonian Institution, where Stires has
proudly visited it with his children.
The next important discoveries could come as a side
benefit to the massive groundwater cleanup effort that is just
getting underway in and around Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Hanson said. Wells being dug in the area to test
for chemical contamination also may be used to study longburied sediments, just as they have at toxic-waste sites around
Long Island.
Or maybe the next big revelation will come near Exit 33 on
the Northern State. Sanders hopes that charcoal buried in the
roadside cliff could shed some light on the controversial
question of when, and how many times, the glaciers reached
Long Island.
Unlike rocks, charcoal samples are relatively easy to test
and date, and Sanders has already recovered one piece of
charcoal he hopes to test soon.
He won't be able to get additional samples from the site,
however. The little cliff on the side of the parkway, like so
many other potential treasure troves for Long Island's natural
historians, is due to be covered in concrete any day now.
Copyright © 1997, Newsday Inc.
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A new water tunnel offers rock-hard and ages-old clues about the formation of Long Island
By Dan Fagin
Staff Writer

In the Belly
Of the Earth
Forged by the fiery collision of a now-vanished
continent and a string of volcanic islands, the oldest
pieces of Long Island are a mystery whose secrets lie
buried beneath hundreds of feet of sand and soil. But
there are clues, and some of the most intriguing are
being revealed, inch by laborious inch, as a locomotivesized machine drills a water tunnel through some of the
hardest rock on Earth, 670 feet below Queens.
Much of the bedrock exposed by the drilling is 450
million years old. And while the primary purpose of the
project is to bring more water to New York City, the
incidental geology is fascinating in its own right. The
long-hidden rock is the sturdy pedestal upon which
eroding mountains and bulldozing glaciers later sculpted
Long Island's familiar features, and it is the only real
evidence of the Island's earliest history.
As revealed by the tunnel excavations, the ancient
rock is anything but colorless. Even in the dim light of
the construction lamps, the tunnel's sloping walls are a

striking tableau of rippling stripes as delicate as spider
webs and slashing faults as jarring as lightning bolts.
Granite slabs speckled with garnet lie beside sheared-off
chunks of blackish-green ocean crust and hardened lava
from long-dead volcanoes.
``It's really extraordinary. It's the closest thing to a
religious experience you can get in geology,'' said
Charles Merguerian, a professor of structural geology at
Hofstra University.
The epiphanies are few for bedrock experts on Long
Island because here, unlike many other parts of the
world, the only visible bedrock is a few small
outcroppings at the northwestern edge of Queens in
Long Island City. From there, the bedrock's upper
boundary slopes steadily downward to the east and
south. By the time that slope reaches central Suffolk
County, the bedrock is more than 1,500 feet below the
surface.

Merguerian. In fact, he said, the long gap between
earthquakes means that the next one, when it comes,
may be a big one.
Another key discovery in the tunnels has bolstered
the leading theory about how at least some of Long
Island's bedrock was formed.
A half-billion years ago, geologists believe, the
continent that would later become North America was
rotated in a different direction. The land that would
become the east coast of the United States was facing
south, just below the equator, near an offshore arc of
islands.
When that island chain smashed into the coast
about 450 million years ago, the oceanic rocks were
pushed 10 miles deep into the Earth. There, temperatures
as high as 1,300 degrees transformed the rock to its
super-hard form.
Later cataclysms brought the bedrock to its present
position near the surface, and added new wrinkles. For
instance, additional local bedrock was formed 360
million years ago when a collision on the other side of
the volcano arc created what would become New
England, and still more was formed about 280 million
years ago in the great collision with what became Africa
that pushed up the Appalachian Mountains and formed
the super-continent of Pangaea. North America and
Africa have been drifting apart ever since Pangaea began
breaking up about 200 million years ago.
Merguerian and other experts believe it is the first of
those collisions that created most of Long Island's
bedrock, and the tunnel excavations support that theory
by revealing new evidence of a massive fault zone -called Cameron's Line -- that stretches from central
Massachusetts to Brooklyn and is thought to mark the
impact zone of that first ancient collision 450 million
years ago.
``You can actually see the characteristics of
Cameron's Line in the subsurface geology,'' Merguerian
said, referring to the fault lines. ``It's right there on the
tunnel walls.''
Many secrets of the bedrock are still untold. But a
skyscraper's length below the streets of Maspeth, inside
the tunnel whose walls are covered with swirls and
swoops of pressure-cooked rock, it is at least possible to
begin to imagine the awesome power of the continental
collisions that formed the solid foundation upon which
Long Island was built.

No one knows whether the bedrock in Queens is
similar to the unmapped rock beneath Nassau and
Suffolk counties. ``It's very possible that there may be a
totally exotic piece of real estate down there under
eastern Long Island that we don't even know about,
possibly an old piece of Africa,'' Merguerian said,
explaining that local bedrock could have originated in a
different continent and been joined to North America
after an ancient continental collision. ``We have
absolutely no clue.''
Much of the sparse evidence that does exist has come
from New York City's effort to build a third water tunnel
to bring drinking water down from upstate reservoirs.
The Queens leg of the tunnel is the latest in a series of
digs that began in 1970 and will continue until the tunnel
is finished in 2015.
On an afternoon when a driving rain had curbed
activity at the surface, a crew of tunnel workers -- or
sandhogs, as they call themselves -- was making steady
progress near the bottom of an entry shaft in Maspeth
that is more than twice as deep as the Statue of Liberty is
tall. Monitoring the crew's progress in guiding the 640ton boring machine was Scott Chesman, a former
sandhog who is a geologist at the city Department of
Environmental Protection.
His prime mission is to see how the ever-changing
composition of the rock affects the progress of the $13
million machine. But Chesman is also mapping,
analyzing and even videotaping the types of rock the
machine encounters in hopes of shedding new light on
the origin of Long Island's basement. He has only one
chance to get it right, since the tunnel's exposed walls
will later be covered with concrete. And the task is tricky
because newer rock -- a mere 360 million years old -has filled in crevices and faults in the older bedrock.
``It's rock psychology, you can see all the trauma that
the rock's been through,'' said Chesman, pointing at an
intricate pattern of older granite and younger volcanic
rock.
The tunnel walls in Queens are streaked with
major fault lines, and many of those cracks are packed so
tight with groundwater that when struck by the drilling
machine they gush water at a torrential rate -- as much as
1,300 gallons a minute -- that requires a fast grouting job
by the sandhogs.
The many faults along the tunnel walls are powerful
evidence that our region is in an earthquake zone. Large
quakes were recorded in the New York City area in 1737
and 1884, and others are sure to follow, according to

Copyright © 1997, Newsday Inc.
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Throwing Stones in Academia
By Dan Fagin
Staff Writer

No, it's not an all-out war between two of the leading authorities on the natural
history of Long Island. Let's just say relations are icy.
Les Sirkin and John Sanders tell two very different stories about the great glaciers
that shaped Long Island, and neither geologist is shy about calling the other's ideas
foolish -- though the cutting remarks are never delivered directly, since the two
rarely speak to each other.
The nicest thing that Sirkin, a 64-year-old research professor of earth sciences at
Adelphi University, has to say about Sanders is: ``John may be a great gadfly, but I
don't think he's making an enormous impact on glacial geology.''
Sanders, meanwhile, complains that Sirkin won't even consider evidence that his
ideas might be wrong. ``You can't dig with him and you can't ask questions. Now
what does that tell you?'' said the 71-year-old Sanders, a retired geology professor at
Barnard College who is now affiliated with Hofstra University.
Their dispute is a personal one, but it also shows just how much of Long Island's
history must still be written in pencil.
The biggest and oldest local controversy is over when, and how many times, ice
sheets descended from Canada to form hills, lakes, cliffs, and every other familiar
feature of Long Island.
That century-old argument would be easy to solve if rocks could be dated in the
same way as fossils. But the standard technique of figuring out a fossil's age by
measuring the decay of radioactive elements such as uranium and carbon-14 only
works on bones, plants, or anything else that was once alive.
Instead, geologists study cliffs and other places where layers of rock are visible, and
search those layers for buried shells, charcoal and other organic material that can be
dated. They also ponder indirect evidence: fossilized pollen that shows whether the
climate was cold enough for glaciers, and grooves cut into bedrock that reveal which
direction the ice sheets moved.
Sirkin believes only two glaciers ever reached Long Island. He gives two possible
dates for the first glacier, either 150,000 or 60,000 years ago, and thinks it covered
at least the North Shore and probably additional areas before retreating into Canada.
The second glacier was here just 22,000 years ago, he says, and stopped halfway
down Long Island, depositing a ridge of bulldozed rock -- a moraine -- stretching
from Queens to Amagansett and continuing eastward toward Martha's Vineyard. As
it retreated, the same glacier formed a second series of moraines near the North
Shore, including the elevated spine of the North Fork, according to Sirkin.
Sanders gives a very different version. He believes that glaciers reached present-day
Nassau and Suffolk Counties at least four times, that the two moraines were formed
by different ice sheets, and that the last time ice was in either county was about
100,000 years ago. The 22,000-year-old glacier cited by Sirkin never made it south
of Connecticut or east of Queens, according to Sanders.
A clear majority of geologists in the region agrees more with Sirkin than Sanders,
who acknowledges that his own ideas conflict with what he calls the ``prevailing
dogma,'' which is also the version cited in Newsday's articles about Long Island
history.
But Sanders isn't quitting. He and a Hofstra colleague, Charles Merguerian, continue to organize field trips, for amateurs and professionals alike,
that are aimed at refuting Sirkin's ideas and boosting their own.
Sirkin, meanwhile, has also been busy trying to reach a wider audience, through a series of newly published books he has written about local
geology. Sanders bought one copy. But, so far, Sirkin hasn't signed up for a field trip.
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Contact Information:
Charles Merguerian, Ph.D.
Geology Department
114 Hofstra University
Hempstead, NY 11549
516 463-5567
Charles.Merguerian@Hofstra.edu
or
Duke Geological Laboratory
55 Spongia Road
Stone Ridge, NY 12484
(845) 687-6386
CharlesM@dukelabs.com
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